EMIRATES PROJECT – GREENER TOMORROW
Village Hashim Machi, Tando Allahyar

Training of Trainers

TOT for Karavan SwissoPak Chulah
Held on 2nd June, 2014 at Village Moak Sharif, Tando Allahyar.

Women demonstrating construction stages of Chulah
Plaster rendering is an important step to ensure an efficient stove

TOT for Karavan Latrine
Held on 9th June, 2014 at Village Moak Sharif, Tando Allahyar.

Trainees being briefed about different steps in constructing Karavan Latrine
Karavan Joist for Green Karavan

TOT for Raised Bed Farming
Held on 9th June, 2014 at Village Moak Sharif, Tando Allahyar.

Women are briefed by HF’s Sumaira about advantages of Raised Farming
Trainees taking part in practical field exercises

TOT for Green Karavan Roofs
Held on 9th June, 2014 at Village Moak Sharif, Tando Allahyar.

Women are explained benefits of Green Karavan Roofs
Demonstrating making of upstands, use of polythene and layer of coal.

TOT for Herbal Soap
Held on 16th June, 2014 at Village Moak Sharif, Tando Allahyar.

Different ingredients in making of herbal soap.
Trainees watch as Herbal soap is made for their training.

TOT for Organic Fertilizer
Held on 3rd June, 2014 at Village Moak Sharif, Tando Allahyar.

Briefing on making of Organic Fertilizer
Making Organic fertilizer for practical field exercise.

TOT for Platforms
Held on 16th June, 2014 at Village Moak Sharif, Tando Allahyar.

Trainers making a Platform for water and grain storage.
Demonstrating importance of mud-lime rendering for disaster preparedness.